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Context

Aim of Learning Communities

John Ruskin College, Croydon is the only fully Vocational Sixth Form 
College in the country. It caters to approximately 1,000 learners with 
an ethnically diverse student body coming from a wide range of social 
backgrounds.

Sharing of good practice and learning from each other is paramount in the quest towards 
outstanding. Learning communities develop innovative practices and enhance skills by staff 
being supported to challenge their own limits within the safety of their community, in order to 
achieve outstanding.

In September 2012 it was proposed, by Mandeep Gill Vice Principal Transforming Learning, 
that Learning Communities should be set up in the College to sustain the learning of all staff. 
The purpose was to enhance learners’ experience in their learning environment, improving their 
skills-based knowledge and improving success rates. These Communities consisted of a group 
of teachers and support staff that share common values or beliefs and are actively engaged in 
learning together. 



Potential Benefits for Staff

Attributes of Learning Communities
• Learning Communities have a shared vision

• They create collective learning amongst staff and application of that learning to solutions       
          that address learners' needs

• Learning Communities focus on mentoring and supporting each other

• Community members are expected to share good practice and support one another to                             
 meet individual needs

• They develop resources for other groups to share

• All community members aim to become ‘experts’ in their theme

• Excellent opportunities to work and support peers you may not usually have the chance   
 to work with

• Individualised Professional development (CPD)

• Sharing of outstanding practice

• Sector-leading learning from other Community members

• Belonging to a support network where staff can feel comfortable to share both their   
 successes and their learning 

• Shared responsibility for the total development of learners and collective responsibility   
 for an outstanding learner experience 

• Shared values and vision

Sharing Good Practice



Project management

Coaching role

The Learning Community work was supported by an external trainer/consultant called Joanne 
Miles. She spent one day each term with the project team, to support the planning and review 
process. The project team gave this feedback on the value of that external project management 
support:

Critical friend to see things you might not have seen

Helicopter vision

Clear focus and structure to the process

Coach to the group – direction on where to go

Helped the group to be creative but with guidelines

Key person to support and hold the group together – there were different opinions but this role 
provided a point of focus

Kept you on task but listened to ideas so the group led their own project

Understanding problems and issues and trouble-shooting

Focus on what is working, to motivate the team

Helped gel the team with SMT, taking on a broker role

In the Learning Communities, one member of staff played the role of Champion, to facilitate the 
process and provide some planning steps. In the end of project review meeting, the Champions 
outlined the value of the role:

You need someone to organise, structure and support communities

They bring people out of their comfort zone by using coaching skills and facilitation skills 

Leadership skills for Champions – it’s CPD for the Champions as they learn to be coach, 
project manager and leaders of their LC

Without this role, project could be senior leadership driven – having staff Champions at peer 
level makes it more motivating and engaging for staff

Champions provide connection to the wider T&L community – sharing ideas, issues and tips  

Recording the journey – Champions are a tracking mechanism

Direction for group activity bringing structure to sessions, headline agenda and focus for 
expectations

Champions act as leaders to bring integration and synergy to the team



Stages of the Project

Key Steps in the Process

The Learning Communities operated over one academic year, starting in 
September 2012 and concluding their projects in July 2013 with a cross 
college dissemination event.

1. Draft of LC process and model and consultation with managers and staff

2. Amended model devised from recommendations 

3. Launch of the process 

4. Formation of community groups along themed lines and staff opted for areas of interest   
 and expertise

5. Scoping meeting to define focus for the community and key process steps and roles,   
 including Champions

6. Community members drafted ideas for projects

7. Communities worked on their areas and met regularly with Champion, with logging of key  
 actions by Champions stored centrally; evaluation through Survey Monkey. Sessions   
 involved some coaching, some peer learning, some planning, problem solving and   
 allocating roles and tasks to members

8. Champions met together for updates and planning

9. Review stages with participants within LCs

10. Outcomes captured on the VLE and shared through staff briefing sessions and    
 dissemination event

11. Review of process and next steps

Making It fun!



What has worked well?
• Created sense of community – community feel

• Helped integrate different departments

• Allowed people to build confidence together

• Having support staff and teaching staff together worked because much of it was relevant  
 or adaptable or transferrable and people learnt from each other

• Increased understanding across areas and people felt involved

• Process was very important not just the product

• Mutual interdependence in this model

• Relationship building

• Persistence and not giving up even when it was difficult, by working together

• All developed skills to improve their practice so it was truly individualised

• Focused on using people’s strengths as well as taking them out of their comfort zone

• Sharing ideas as a community and people felt comfortable in an open and safe    
 environment

• Using a central intranet storage for reference

• Having a project team of teaching and support staff to maintain dual perspectives

Vocation, Vocation, Vocation!



Barriers and Challenges
Timetable clashes so people couldn’t always attend meetings – make LC higher profile   
so it is prioritised; alternate days and times; meetings on college calendar; follow up    
after sessions using registers and communication via email and meeting up with individuals or 
project leader 

LC was not always the priority for all- managers need to set an example in selling and 
leading it; bring up LC on team meeting agenda; ongoing encouragement to get involved for 
individuals

Technology issues- had grand ideas but technology wouldn’t support it – had to down size it; 
regular liaison with IT manager; IT team member in community; be aware of what is possible on 
current system!

Maintaining motivation- communication being regular; pit stops to review; get LC members to 
report back on progress in full staff briefing; short meetings of LC Champions helped

Initial staff perception of LC involved some misunderstanding of the model – clear vision 
of it and re-iterating messages; drip-drip effect, clarity of what it really is during discussion in 
community; keep re-focusing; be open minded to ideas coming up and respond and clarify

Staff leaving mid year or staff coming into LCs – keep the focus; re-plan as required; train 
them or give them a catch up; new staff in a separate new community

E- learning Innovations!



Staff Responses
“The model will help me to focus on my outcomes”

“It’s a good idea and a great opportunity for me to work with people I don’t normally work with”

“I like the fact that I can build up new relationships in my group”

“Initial scepticism changed to a building up of momentum and ultimately many staff were 
embracing the LC model whole heartedly”

“Initially its importance and relevance was not clear and LC was not a priority. At the end there 
was a sense of pride and we took away something new and innovative”

The Outstanding Practitioner



“I will include more fun activities and mobile technology in my lessons.” 

“My learners will be more engaged in their learning and will hopefully find lessons more fun.” 

“I will ensure that the additional resources are utilised as much as possible in my department.” 

“The event was well planned. I really liked the combination of different ways of presenting the 
information - films, quiz, talking, using the app. It was a really enjoyable morning.” 

“I enjoyed working in a group that generally valued the experience and wanted to make 
something effective.”

“It was obvious that every member of staff contributed to their team's product, and that the 
team members could work together very well.” 

“I liked the involvement of support and curriculum staff working towards a common goal.” 

• Practical outcomes of the LC groups, e.g. induction process with checklist for new staff   
 and buddy, apps to engage learners in class, starter activities pack on the VLE area – all  
 useful for making practice better

• Vocational booklet explaining work experience for learners and staff – preparing you for   
 employability

• Sharing good practice and creating working docs, which combined expertise beyond   
 curriculum teams

• Managed to produce things they normally had no time to do and which will improve   
 organisation and the learner experience

• Better teamwork with others from different areas

• Improving skills within your community

• At the dissemination event there was high staff morale and many comments about what  
 had been learnt 

• Teaching learning and assessment were graded outstanding by Ofsted

• Success rates rose by 4% and are 89.1% (top 5% nationally)

• Outstanding lesson observations rose by 13.8%. Good and outstanding observations   
 were 88.9%

Achievements and Outcomes



Reflections from the Champions

Additional Benefits

Louise Gilchrist:

“The LC model benefits from the strengths, skills, diversity, experience and motivation of all its 
members. We’re all stronger and better when we work as a community”

Elisha Lobban:

“The LC model brings a sense of community cohesion”

Sharron Williams:

“Collaboration of all staff working in supportive communities to develop something in order to 
improve their professional practice”

Here are some quotes from the Champions, when they reflected on the unexpected benefits 
from the process:

“Higher quality outcomes for the event than previous CPD events, even though less was 
produced overall – wider range of contributions to finalise a more refined product”

“The practical products related to more people as LCs were working across area and so they 
have wider relevance”

“The process was potentially more memorable than some previous CPD initiatives, I think 
working together has worked really well and relationships have been developed, e.g. peer 
shadowing teaching to support each other – less isolation” 

“Community had no hierarchy – equal professional respect”

“Lasting links with others”



Learning points for Champions
Gwen Lyseight: 

“The skills I have developed as a Champion are listening and reflecting”

Louise Gilchrist: 

“I’ve developed confidence when working with more senior colleagues and learnt more project 
management skills”

Disha Mehta: 

“I developed confidence to approach staff at all levels and challenge them as well”

Robert Hare: 

“Problem solving and re-focusing”

Elisha Lobban: 

“Organisation”

Sharron Williams: 

I have developed my project management skills and analytical skills, which I can transfer to my 
every day role as Senior Teacher and Quality nominee

Lavena : 

“I have developed an understanding of leadership/managing skills. I would like to have further 
opportunities now”

Presentation



Tips for other Institutions
• Clear goals and objectives for the project and for the Learning Communities

• Emphasise importance of it and what people can get from it

• Focus on end products

• Small but enthusiastic project team 

• Clear communication channels

• Motivation from all involved and participation

• External support for guidance 

• Have a sense of humour!

• Consistent support from SLT and management

• Involve SLT in process, e.g. circulating around meetings

• Make sure people can meet up and be involved – time tabling meetings

• Joining up support staff and teaching staff within the project

• Not being afraid of failing – adapt and persist and don’t give up during the process!

• Develop a sense of the wider community

• Don’t be tied down by lack of technology

E-Learning Innovations



Reflection
After reflecting on the year staff have identified the practices they will further develop and 
embed into their day to day working lives. 

The outcomes of which will be reviewed and further sharing of good practice will continue.

For any further information please contact: 

Mandeep Gill, Vice Principal Transforming 
Learning 

mandeep.gill@johnruskin.ac.uk 

020 8561 7628 


